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We present transport measurements on a lateral double dot produced by combining local anodic
oxidation and electron beam lithography. We investigate the tunability of our device and demon-
strate, that we can switch between capacitive and tunnel coupling. In the regime of capacitive
coupling we observe the phenomenon of spin blockade in a magnetic field and analyze the influence
of capacitive interdot coupling on this effect.
PACS numbers:
In recent decades great progress has been made in the
development and measurement of quantum dot devices
[1]. Many single electron transistors have been fabri-
cated and during the last years coupled quantum dots
(e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]) came more and more into the fo-
cus of research, as they are proposed as crucial parts
for quantum computers [7]. Since preparation and detec-
tion of electron spin is another essential element in future
quantum information applications, the discovery of spin
blockade in quantum dot devices was a great step for-
ward [8, 9]. It has been observed in single quantum dots
defined by metallic gates. Coupled quantum dots are also
of great interest in the regime of spin blockade. Only re-
cently spin resolved measurements on molecular states of
two dots tunnel coupled in series have been made using
spin blockade [10].
In this letter we present our results for spin blockade
in a parallel double quantum dot based on local anodic
oxidation (LAO). Due to the complexity of the device
we first have to characterize our system in terms of the
interdot coupling, which depends on top gate voltage and
magnetic field. We find, that the relevant regime, where
we observe spin blockade, features capacitive coupling
only. We show our measurements for spin blockade and
analyze the influence of capacitive interdot coupling on
this effect.
Our quantum dot device is based on a GaAs/AlGaAs
heterostructure with a two-dimensional electron system
(2DES) 34 nm below the surface. The sheet density is
n = 4.3 · 1015 m−2. We apply two different nanolitho-
graphic techniques to the sample surface to define two
adjacent quantum dots connected in parallel to common
source and drain contacts. We use an atomic force micro-
scope (AFM) to write the basic double dot structure by
local anodic oxidation. We complete the structure with a
metallic gate patterned with electron beam lithography
(e-beam) to add the function of controlled tunability of
the interdot coupling.
An AFM image of our device is given in Fig. 1(a).
Those parts, that have been fabricated by LAO, are col-
ored blue. They represent insulating lines, that form a
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FIG. 1: (a) Colorized AFM image of our double dot device.
Oxide lines (blue) define source (S) and drain (D) leads, side
gates G1 and G2 and two quantum dots A and B. A metal-
lic top gate (golden) is added by e-beam lithography. (b)
G as a function of both side gate voltages VG1 and VG2 for
VTG=0 mV. The Coulomb Blockade of dot A is interrupted
by regular splittings referring to transitions on dot B. (c) Sim-
ilar plot for VTG=80 mV. The splitting has increased, round
edges and additional features completing the hexagonal pat-
tern represent molecular binding states.(d) Fractional peak
splitting F as a function of top gate voltage VTG for B=0 T
and B=3.3 T.
complete double dot device including the two dots A and
B, side gates G1 and G2 and source (S) and drain (D)
leads. The two dots are connected via 80 to 100 nm wide
tunneling barriers to the leads and via a central barrier
to each other. An additional metallic top gate (golden)
can be biased to tune the height of the central barrier
and thus to tune the interdot coupling. A detailed de-
scription of a similar device and the fabrication technique
can be found in [11].
Our double dot device is characterized in transport
measurements in a 3He/4He dilution refrigerator at a
base temperature of 70 mK. We apply standard Lock
2In technique to measure the differential conductance G
through the double dot system. To analyze the features
for spin blockade, which will be shown later, it is first
necessary to understand the interaction of both dots in
the relevant parameter space. Therefore we start investi-
gating the interdot coupling with the top gate grounded
at B=0 T. Figure 1(c) shows G under these conditions
as a function of both side gate voltages VG1 and VG2.
The dark regions denote high values for G and represent
transport over dot A. No lines corresponding to transport
over dot B are visible meaning that B is not connected to
both leads. Nevertheless the equidistant splittings inter-
rupting the features of dot A indicate the presence of dot
B, which is connected to the source lead while the drain
lead remains closed for all the parameters used here, as
we know from nonlinear measurements (not shown here).
This is due to the lithographic gap width of only 70 nm
for the barrier between dot B and drain compared to 80
to 100 nm for the other barriers. Thus we can complete
the observed features by dotted lines to a hexagonal pat-
tern typical for two coupled quantum dots. Crossing a
dark line changes the electron number on dot A (NA),
crossing a dotted line changes the charge on dot B (NB).
Due to the sharp corners of the hexagons and the fact
that the only features visible are those of dot A, the in-
terdot coupling in this regime is purely capacitive.
Figure 1(d) shows a similar plot but with the top gate
voltage set to 80 mV. Due to the reduced height of the
central barrier at VTG=80 mV the interdot coupling has
increased leading to a very wide splitting. In contrast to
Fig. 1(c) the edges of the hexagonal pattern are clearly
rounded and there are finite conductance values visible
for transitions on dot B. Both effects demonstrate the
molecular like character of the system. Instead of atomic
transitions the visible features refer to molecular binding
states indicating tunnel coupling [12, 13].
A more detailed view can be gained by calculating the
fractional peak splitting F = 2∆VS/∆VP (see Fig. 1(c)),
which is 0 for two separate dots and 1 for two totally
merged dots [14]. Figure 1(d) shows F as a function of
top gate voltage for B=0 T (open circles). For voltages
below 30 mV the fractional peak splitting is unaffected
by VTG and remains at values below 0.2. This is due
to capacitive coupling, that depends on the LAO geom-
etry of both dots, which is almost not affected by top
gate voltage. At 30 to 40 mV tunnel coupling sets in and
molecular features appear. With increasing top gate volt-
age the fractional peak splitting can be tuned to almost
0.8 corresponding to very strong tunnel coupling.
The interdot coupling is not only changed by top gate
voltage but also by a magnetic field applied perpendicu-
lar to the 2DES. At B=3.3 T the fractional peak splitting
is again decreased to a value below 0.2 and remains un-
affected by top gate voltage (squares in Fig. 1(d)). The
magnetic field destroys the tunnel coupling and moves
the system back to the regime of capacitive coupling even
with VTG=80 mV.
After having characterized our double dot we can
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FIG. 2: (a) G as a function of VG1 and magnetic field. The two
Coulomb peaks of dot A show oscillations in peak position in
the regime of spin blockade. (b) The maxima for both peaks
as a function of B show a spin dependent height, high values
for spin down transport, low values for spin up.
now focus on the features of spin blockade, that appear
around 3.3 T in the regime of capacitive coupling.
Figure 2(a) shows G as a function of VG1 and B. Two
Coulomb peaks are visible denoting transitions on dot A.
For both peaks oscillations in peak position are obvious
as well as alternating amplitudes for the peak maxima
(see Fig. 2(b)). The amplitude is changed by magnetic
field and by electron number NA. Therefore this effect
looks similar to the effect of spin blockade that has been
observed in several single dot devices [8, 9].
Spin blockade is explained as follows. As source and
drain consist of a 2DES, they develop edge channels in a
magnetic field. If the potential is flat enough these chan-
nels are separated in space leaving a spin down channel
of the lowest Landau level near to the dot and a spin
up channel further away. Thus the overlap of electronic
wave functions of leads and dot is spin dependent. Spin
up electrons couple weaker to the dot than spin down
electrons. Therefore transport with spin up electrons is
suppressed. A magnetic field changes the available spin
state for electrons tunneling into the dot [15], which be-
comes obvious in alternating peak positions and peak
amplitudes of Coulomb blockade peaks. LAO devices are
known to have steeper potentials than split gate devices
[16, 17]. Thus the spatial separation of edge channels
in the leads is believed to be much smaller in LAO de-
vices. Spin blockade should be very improbable or at
least suppressed in comparison to split-gate devices and
has actually not been measured in LAO devices so far.
Nevertheless, despite the LAO nature we observe these
features here very clearly, and although this is a coupled
dot system, we assume, that this observation is due to
spin blockade in dot A only, since we are in the regime of
capacitive coupling. Nevertheless the influence of dot B,
which is still present, must be investigated. Therefore we
measured G as a function of magnetic field and top gate
voltage. In contrast to side gate 1, that couples mainly
to dot A, the top gate has a stronger influence on dot
B. Thus we can expect to see features from both dots at
once.
The measurement is shown in Fig. 3(a). Again we ob-
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FIG. 3: (a) G as a function of VTG and magnetic field. The
peaks of dot A (red lines in the section) show oscillating po-
sitions. Due to capacitive coupling these peaks are regularly
split by transitions on dot B (white lines). Thus each peak
occurs below and above such a splitting. (b) The maxima for
both peaks show again an alternating height caused by single
dot spin blockade. The amplitudes for parts of a peak below
a splitting (solid) and for parts above a splitting (dotted) fit
almost perfectly together. Thus capacitive dot-dot coupling
has no effect on spin blockade.
serve oscillating peak positions in the Coulomb peaks of
dot A. But a detailed look reveals, that these peaks are
split by local minima in differential conductance. These
minima are colored white in the highlighted section and
show a pattern of more or less horizontal lines with reg-
ular distance in VTG. These lines refer to transitions on
dot B and correspond to the splitting of triple points in
Fig. 1(b). As the Coulomb peaks of dot A are split,
parts of each peak are above a splitting and others are
below (red lines in the section). Therefore we can com-
pare the peak amplitudes of each Coulomb peak below
and above a splitting and can directly investigate the
effect of capacitive dot-dot coupling on the peak ampli-
tude. This is done in Fig. 3(b). For each peak visible
in Fig. 3(a) the peak amplitude is plotted as a function
of magnetic field. For all peaks both amplitudes below a
splitting (solid line) and above a splitting (dotted line)
fit almost perfectly together and the typical oscillations
of high and low amplitude become visible. Thus the in-
fluence of capacitive interdot coupling is identified as a
pure peak splitting effect without any impact on the peak
amplitude. In consequence we find our assumption veri-
fied, that the oscillations in peak position and amplitude
ascribe to a single dot spin blockade of dot A. As a result
this spin blockade is not destroyed by capacitive interdot
coupling, it is not even affected at all.
In summary we have investigated spin blockade in a
tunable double dot device fabricated by LAO. We have
characterized the system regarding the tunability of the
interdot coupling as a function of top gate voltage and
magnetic field. In the regime of capacitive coupling we
observed single dot spin blockade. As far as we know this
is the first time that this has been measured in devices
fabricated by LAO. We have shown that this spin block-
ade is not destroyed or at least affected by transitions on
the capacitively coupled dot. Therefore it is a very useful
tool for spin detection even in LAO based quantum dot
devices.
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